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REIC Mission, Core Values, Vision
Our Mission
The Real Estate Institute of Canada’s
objective is to advance professionalism in the real estate industry.
Our Vision
An organization leveraging our
diverse expertise to benefit all
stakeholders
Core Values
We believe in:
The value of high ethical standards
The benefit of experience
The power of knowledge and the
importance of sharing it
The strength of our diverse
professional community
Discover the benefits of choosing a
professionally designated REIC member.

During 2019, the Toronto Chapter held ten events including
our “Behind the Scenes” building tours, Industry Leader
Speaking series, seminars and networking events. Our
Corporate Outreach activities with other Associations, Real
Estate Brokerages and Commercial Real Estate companies
has been extremely successful, resulting in several new
candidates joining the Real Estate Institute. In December at
PM Expo, we held a seminar on the future of Transit in Greater Toronto, Hamilton &
Southern Ontario hosted by Leslie Woo from Metrolinx.
On January 15th, we had members from Certified Commercial Investment Member
(CCIM) Central Canada Chapter join our first Building Tour of 2020 and other real estate
industry partners attended our award winning Industry Leader Speaker Series with guest
speaker Jon Love, CEO of Kingsett Capital on February 12th. Watch our website for
several other upcoming events during 2020.
The Toronto Chapter has experienced tremendous growth with 67 members earning their
designations last year and 49 applications for new candidates in 2019. Welcome to those
new members and we hope to see you at one of our many events this year including the
Chapter’s Annual General Meeting on April 30th. A short member survey is being sent
and we ask for your participation. It is important for the Toronto Chapter to get your
input and opinion as we plan for future speakers and events.
The REIC 2020 National Conference is being held in Edmonton from June 9 to 11 and
we look forward to collaborating with our friends from Alberta. This will be an exciting
venue to celebrate The Real Estate Institute’s 65th Anniversary. This fall, the IREM Global
Summit is coming to our own backyard in Toronto. Thanks to Cheryl Gray CPM®
becoming the new 2020 IREM President, the conference will be held outside the United
States and will offer an exceptional opportunity to experience a first-class line up of
speakers and educational sessions. Plan to attend this October and meet other property
management professionals from around the world, you will not be disappointed with the
outstanding quality of this conference!
I will continue to promote REIC as the leader of education and certifications of real estate
professionals in Canada. Volunteering is a valuable tool to keep yourself updated on the
latest trends and provides a great opportunity to network with fellow peers. It has been
extremely rewarding for me to meet so many successful people, learn about their
companies and see new technologies.
Please contact me if you wish to participate with one of our committees, provide articles
for the Newsletter or help out and contribute to the success of “Your Institute”. Get Involved.

“Build your Network, Manage your Career, Mentor your Peers
and Continue Lifelong Learning”

Sincerely,
John Bowen
REIC Toronto Chapter President
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Is Toronto’s Housing Market too
Big to Fail?
By Natalka Falcomer, JD CLO
Stories about Toronto’s booming real estate market dominated the headlines of 2019.
Here’s to hoping that stories about investing in Toronto’s infrastructure dominates
the headlines of 2020.

I

f not, we may end up in the unenviable position of
New York City (NYC) where crumbling infrastructure
has led to an increase in taxes, which has led to a
flight of jobs, followed by a flight of talent and followed
by both a real estate market decline and higher rent rates.
The Greater Toronto Area came second to Dallas-Fort
Worth-Arlington as a metropolitan area with some of the
US and Canada’s fastest growing populations. Unlike
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington and other US cities with a
booming population, however, Toronto’s growth was not
due to birth rates, but, rather due to net migration from
other parts of Canada and the world. This distinction is
important because people are coming here to work and,
unlike children, pay taxes. This is good news for Toronto.
But this good news won’t last very long - Toronto’s newcomers have yet to start their own families and, once they
do, the stress on our infrastructure and services will truly
be felt and too late to effectively alleviate.
Mayor Tory is trying to get ahead of the tsunami of infrastructure demands roaring towards Toronto’s shores. He’s
doing this by raising property taxes. While raising property
taxes is a simple “clean” solution, it may not work as it’ll
cause people to “vote with their feet”. In other words, the
businesses and residents that come to Toronto because of
the city’s affordability (yes, we’re still more affordable than
other financial hubs in the world), would relocate to other
cheaper jurisdictions. Such relocation would erode the
very tax base upon which our government is relying to
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build the city’s hospitals, schools and roads. My depiction
of what might happen isn’t just a fictionalized scare tactic
– it’s already taking place in New York City.
In the past, there were few alternatives to New York City
if you wanted to work and have access to groceries, entertainment and stores. Similar to Toronto today, New
York City was a mecca for banking, finance, media, advertising, fashion and other industries. If you want be a
player in your field and earn better wages, you had to be
in the Big Apple. This, however, has changed. Now, technology, meal delivery services and on demand shipping
make working and living away from a city centre not
only convenient, but also desirable.
In fact, companies and high-income earners, according
to Jack Kelly, contributor to Forbes, have chosen to move
away from New York City in order to pay “substantially
lower taxes, have more available jobs, larger homes for
cheaper prices, fresh air and a nice, easier life”. As a result of expensive real estate, taxes and slagging infrastructure, corporations and high-income earners packed their
bags and left behind a crumbling city, as well as a New
York City government with a smaller tax. New Yorkers,
essentially, did something no one predicted, except for
maybe 1950s economist, Charles Tiebout: they voted
with their feet, thereby shrinking the population by
39,523 people (Frank Clayton and Hong Yun (Eva) Shi,
Centre for Urban Research and Land Development, May
31, 2019).
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If you’re a homeowner, you should be alarmed by New
York City’s rise and fall because it contributed to a housing market Torontonians haven’t seen in years: sellers
slashing their prices and houses sitting on the market for
months and, in some cases, even years. If you’re a renter,
you should be equally alarmed as rental rates have hit
record highs because landlords are charging greater rents
to make up for their increase in property taxes.
I fear that the Big Apple’s reversal of fate will happen to
Toronto if we rely upon property taxes as a solution without understanding the full impact of such a levy. What is
more, I fear that more taxes will be tantamount to putting
water in a bucket filled with holes, as the bigger drains
on public funds are not just the people, rather, it’s poor
government project management causing significant cost
overruns; it’s the costs associated with government created and then government investigated scandals; and it’s
the opportunities lost to build and improve our city and
province due to inter-jurisdiction power struggles. As
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such, if we don’t fix these inefficiencies first, then one
does not need to be a clairvoyant to see that the greatness
of Toronto will deteriorate.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2019/09/05/ne
w-yorkers-are-leaving-the-city-in-droves-heres-whytheyre-moving-and-where-theyre-going/#cae360441ac5
https://www.ryerson.ca/cur/Blog/blogentry35/
https://streeteasy.com/blog/q1-2019-market-reports/

Would you like to contribute to a future issue?
Please submit your article to
info@reictoronto.com
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IREM® CORNER
IREM® Foundation Launches Elaina’s
Sustainability Fund

T

he IREM Foundation has introduced Elaina’s Sustainability
Fund, named for Elaina Tattersdale
of Toronto, Canada.
On June 5th, 2019, Elaina Tattersdale
passed away after a short battle with cancer. She leaves behind two young daughters, a loving husband, and a devoted
family including her mother, 2020 IREM
President Cheryl Gray, CPM®.
Elaina was an enterprise project manager
for Canada-based real estate firm, Morguard Investments.
Her dream was to improve the impact buildings have on
our environment by promoting sustainability initiatives.
To honor that dream, Elaina’s parents, Rick and Cheryl
Gray, have donated $50,000 to the IREM Foundation to
launch Elaina’s Sustainability Fund.
The fund will support initiatives in commercial real estate
that reduce demand for resources, increase recycling
efforts, or improve occupant wellness. Since Elaina
believed that any effort can make a difference, funding
will be available to all initiatives, big and small.
“It was important for us, as a family, to honor Elaina’s
short time here with something that had meaning to her,”
says Gray. “Elaina’s legacy will be to encourage those in
the industry to improve the environmental footprint that
the buildings we manage have on our world.” Sustainability initiatives in real estate not only have a positive
impact on the environment, they also reduce energy
costs while increasing property value.
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“Cheryl and her family have turned
an unspeakable tragedy into an
inspiring call to action,” says Denise
Froemming,
IREM
Foundation
Executive Director. “We’re honored
to be entrusted with Elaina’s legacy by
supporting sustainability in the real
estate industry.”
The Toronto chapter will be holding
IREM fundraising events in support
of Elaina’s Sustainability Fund over
the next few months. Continue
checking the website at www.reic.ca/toronto for dates
and details. For Sponsorship enquiries or to register a
corporate team for the bowling or axe throwing events,
contact John Bowen at 416-419-2745 or email
jwbowen@rogers.com

About IREM
For over 85 years, our members have made us the world’s
strongest voice for all things real estate management.
Almost 20,000 leaders in commercial and residential
management call this home for education, support and
networking. Our CPM®, ARM®, ACoM, and AMO®
certifications are internationally recognized symbols of
ethical leadership and a well-managed property. And our
tools deliver decades of on-the-job know-how to help
members get even better at what they do. Put simply –
IREM and its members are here to elevate the profession.
If you know real estate management, come get to know
us. irem.org
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Industry Leader Series - February 12, 2020
By Christopher J. Lieb & Kenneth Finch

Guest Speaker:
Jon Love, CEO, Kingsett Capital
On Wednesday, February 12, 2020 the REIC Toronto
Chapter was pleased to hear Jon Love present to REIC
members, as part of the Toronto Chapters ongoing and
award winning Industry Leaders Series that took place at
McMillan law firm.
Jon Love is the founder and Chief Executive Officer of
KingSett Capital, Canada’s leading private equity real estate investment business co-investing with institutional
and ultra-high net worth clients. Founded in 2002,
KingSett has raised $11 billion of equity for its Growth,
Income, Urban and Mortgage strategies. KingSett owns interests in a $13.7 billion portfolio of assets. Jon was formerly President and CEO of Oxford Properties Group and
serves on the Board of Directors of the Chief Executives
Organization and is a member of the Business Council of
Canada and YPO.
Jon graduated with an Honours degree in Business Administration from Western University’s Ivey Business School,
where he is an Emeritus Advisory Board member and in
2016 was awarded an Honorary Doctorate from Western
University. Jon was appointed a Member of the Order of
Canada in 2018.
It was a pleasure to hear about how Jon he grew up in Edmonton, met his wife of 32 years at the Ivey Business
School and got started in the industry, first as a Retail Stock
Broker. He reflected how he learned at a very young age
the importance of managing other people’s money and
the level of accountability and responsibility it brings,
along with the relationships built along the way.
In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Spring 2020

Jon’s big move was when he Joined Oxford Properties in
1980, starting as a Leasing Coordinator and eventually becoming the company’s President and CEO. He reflected
on decades he spent at Oxford and in those early days,
how it was so different than today with no technology and
dial phones. He spoke about transitioning from the low
rates of the eighties where he learned the importance of
integrity and transparency and not playing cat and mouse,
to the challenging nineties where it was all about borrowing and the strategies around that, to transforming the
business from a management business in the early
nineties, to acquisitions in the mid-nineties to a service
and technology strategy business at the end of the nineties.
By 2000, Jon made the decision to sell Oxford. He realized that for oxford to move forward and leverage what it
had, it would either have to change or expend geography
or asset classes. Jon recalled a personal story during that
time, when he was in Vancouver during 9/11 where he received a telephone message, the first being that the sale
of Oxford was firm and binding with OMERS and the second to turn on the television.
It was then that KingSett Capital was formed and named
from the two coffee shops on King Street where Jon would
negotiate his deals and where he took KingSett Capital to
be one of Canada’s leading private equity real estate investment business which it is today.
6

During his presentation, Jon spoke about the outlook of
the real estate market and how it will be continued slow
global growth for the time being, but still huge variations
especially in the Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver (TMV)
markets, how interest rates will be range bound, housing
in the TMV market will continue to have demand, supply
imbalances and how we will continue to see a lot more
volatility on TV than the mainstream.
In addition to the market outlook, Jon also spoke about
what is lacking in real estate these days and what it takes
to make money. He pointed out how simple it is and to
simply look for what’s needed, and it will make money.
The thing that is lost is people don’t walk the real estate,
they are too focused on the perfect financial analysis and
not the secret sauce of actually knowing the real estate. If
there is an opportunity and something comes up for sale,
walk the asset and talk to the customers in the building…
it’s amazing what a receptionist will tell you! Further, he
also spoke about what he looks for in the people he surrounds himself with. It was inspiring to hear him talk about
how he focusses on attitude, not aptitude and how he
wants to see a combination of curiosity and being able to
work as a team and to surround himself with like-minded
people that can work in a community with a can-do vs.
can’t do attitude. The actual nuts and bolts is getting the
people right and it’s really not more complicated than that.

important to you. You have to reflect on what’s important
and once you figure that out, you’ve figured it out. Everyone can reflect on priorities and only you can change. It’s
up to you, as you are the only person that can set your
personal balance. Your actions reflect the priorities you
have. He also explained that the hardest thing and what
suffers the most is your ‘primary one’. He spoke about
how his spouse is the most import and that she is his ‘primary one’ and how hopefully in life, that does not come
and go and that your spouse is the best long-term investment to can have. He ended with what his legacy means
to him… which is time with family and his relationship
with his spouse.
It was a real privilege to listen to Jon speak and take away
the many great insights he presented, and we thank him
for the time he took out of his schedule to present to the
REIC Toronto Chapter.
Thanks also to our ILS Sponsors McMillan, Matrix360 and
Redd Knight Group for your continued support of the Real
Estate Institute of Canada’s Toronto Chapter and the Industry Leader Series.

Sponsored by

It was also very inspiring to hear Jon speak about his family and work/life balance. He spoke about how your actions reflect your priorities, so invest your time in what is

In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Spring 2020
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REIC Behind the Scenes Building Tour
- Canada Life Building - January 15, 2020
by Ken Finch, FRI, CPM

Y

olan Bowen, Gavin Miller
and Curtis Black from
GWL Realty Advisors provided an outstanding tour of the historic office tower, the
Canada Life Building on January 15, 2020. The fifteenfloor Beaux-Arts building was built by Sproatt & Rolph
and stands at 321 feet / 97.8 m including its iconic
weather beacon.

Work on the new headquarters of the Canada Life Assurance Company began in 1929 with the grand
opening in 1931. It was the fourth building to serve
as the headquarters of Canada Life, Canada's oldest,
and at the time largest insurance company. Previously
it had been housed in offices at Bay and King Street.
The Beaux-Arts structure was the first of a series of
planned structures along University Avenue, but the
Great Depression halted these plans. When the building was completed it was one of the tallest buildings
in Toronto. It remains one of the largest office buildings in Toronto with windows that can be opened by
its occupants.
The tour took REIC members and guests to several
sections of the building including the rooftop to see
the beacon’s LED retrofit up close and enjoy a 360degree view of downtown Toronto from 280 feet / 85
meters above street level. Participants were able to appreciate the beautiful Beaux-Arts inspired interior and
domed roof of the Tower Room that provides
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panoramic views of Toronto, which now is only used a
few times per year. The immaculate extremely spacious
mechanical rooms provided details on a typical floorplan
layout design from the 1930s. The tour also took us to
the original boardroom in the building that was in use
for weekly meetings from 1931 until 2003. The highlight
of the boardroom was 70-inch rear projection television
that lowered from the ceiling. The end of the tour lead
everyone inside the original Sproatt & Rolph vault where
Canada Life’s bearer bonds were kept behind the 21,722
kg door.

The top light shows:
• Steady green = clear
• Steady red = cloudy
• Flashing red = rain
• Flashing white = snow

The building is perhaps best known for its weather beacon, whose colour codes provide summarized weather
forecasts at a glance. The information is updated four
times every day by Environment Canada’s Weather Centre at Toronto Pearson International Airport.

Forecast Period:
• Day signals for the balance of the day.
• Night signals for the following day.
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The white lights along the support section of the tower
show:
• Lights running up = warmer
• Lights running down = cooler
• Steady = steady temperature / No change

The beacon was the first of its kind to appear in Canada
and was built at a cost of $25,000 equivalent to approximately $325,000 in 2020.
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The ‘Behind the Scenes’ tour was excellent for the first
Toronto Chapter REIC event in 2020. Registration was
sold out and all proceeds for this event will go to Elaina’s

Sustainability Fund. Watch for further fundraising events
that are planned during 2020.

SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM
Corporate sponsorship introduces your business to the most successful people who work within real
estate, and affords your organization the opportunity to access key decision makers. It also offers your
organization the opportunity to be visible promoters of your business through the real estate industry
through our programs, seminars and tours.
For more details see page 16 or contact us at info@reictoronto.com

In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Spring 2020
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REIC Toronto
Annual General Meeting
Date:

April 30, 2020

Time:

Networking & Registration - 10:15 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Annual General Meeting - 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon

Address: Weston Golf & Country Club
50 St Phillips Rd, Etobicoke, ON M9P 2N6

REGISTER HERE

Sponsorship is available
Are you interested in volunteering?
Contact the Real Estate Institute of Canada - Toronto Chapter at: toronto@reic.com

PHOTO POLICY - In registering for this REIC Toronto event, you acknowledge that photos or images of you
may be taken during the course of the event. You further acknowledge that these photos may be used for
promotion of this and future events and in the production of the newsletter. They will be used solely for REIC
purposes.

In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Spring 2020
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The Unlikely Knight that Might
Save the Mall
By By Natalka Falcomer, JD CLO

T

he retail industry is in
a revolution. Store
closures hit a record
high of 7,600 and surprising
bankruptcies ravaged the retail battlefield in 2017, 2018
and 2019. Once iconic
brands died embarrassing
deaths at the hands of hungry upstarts – upstarts that
understood it’s no longer
about unwavering brand legacy, pressure sales tactics
and one-size-fits all service.
The losers in the revolution shared a common characteristic – they sold commodifiable items, offered an uninspiring in-store experience and delivered unremarkable
client service. Macy’s, Sears, Payless, , and Forever 21
are examples. They stuck with traditional battle tactics –
copy the competition, dismiss the upstarts and fight on
margin. This thinking made them blend into the sea of
unrecognizable brands, in turn exposing them to a hungry shark - e-commerce. The very same shark will also
kill the mall unless landlords transform their role from
rent collectors to remarkable experience creators.
Jose Ribau – Cadillac Fairview’s Executive Vice President
of Digital and Innovation – is taking the right steps to

outswim the shark. He
recognizes that the new
consumer wants personalized recommenda- tions,
rewards and the best
deals. In fact, according to
Accenture, 64% of us are
“willing to share personal
data in exchange for benefits like loyalty points and
automatic credits for
1
coupons”. E-commerce has implicitly transformed consumer expectations of landlords. The new customer expects convenience, speed, transparency and
personalisation from any service provider – whether it’s
ordering a ride, walking into a mall or buying a car. To
be clear, this shift in customer expectations is important
for landlords to recognize; the new consumer will not be
satisfied by a mall environment that is simply safe environment and welcoming.
The fact that Cadillac Fairview is taking real action to deliver the benefits offered by the digital realm and merging
these benefits with the in-store realm is a game changer.
This is because the frontline warriors in the retail revolution have typically been tenants. Take, for example, tenants such as Nike and Sephora. They both repositioned
their stores from places you go to buy clothes to places

Data from Retail Dive’s review of Sep 2018 report produced by Accenture and Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA),
https://www.retaildive.com/news/more-consumers-than-ever-want-retailers-to-personalize-service/531809/
1
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you go to for a sense community
and to get personalized products
that makes you feel heard (examples include designing your own
running shoe with Nike or getting
a makeup lesson at Sephora along
with suggestions that work for your
skin tone and lifestyle). Ribau is
taking such tenant efforts one step
further by bringing technology and
community into the corridors of
Cadillac Fairview shopping
centres.
A prime example of Cadillac
Fairview transforming the
mall into a place of gathering, community and experience is Streaming at CF.
Cadillac Fairview converted
traditional “retail space” to
a dedicated studio for content creators from various
backgrounds and with various sources of obtaining their fame – music icons, sports
celebrities and YouTubers have all shared their stories on
Streaming at CF . This move is genius. In our content and
social media obsessed world, Streaming at CF delivers a
win for everyone involved. Content creators save on studio costs, consumers are excited to go to the mall and
share copious amounts of pictures on social media and
Cadillac Fairview gets exceptional exposure at a relatively low cost.
Ribau recognizes, however, that Streaming at CF won’t
be enough. He also knows that “consumers want a more
seamless shopping experience”. To do this, Ribau first
identified the pain points that prevent people from wanting to enter into a mall – the labyrinth of stores, forgetting
an important purchase (or where you parked), not knowing what to buy for that special someone or how to incorporate that lime green sweater into your wardrobe.
All these problems are being solved by Ribau’s newest
creation - CF Browse.
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CF Browse is an app that offers
more than just email notifications
about deals. It brings the benefits of
e-commerce to how you shop in
real life. For example, with CF
Browse, the mission shopper won’t
waste her waste time trying to find
a store as the app has a map and intuitive search function. The hunter
shopper will be inspired by notifications from CF Browse that will
help her find complementary products in other stores.
The bargain shopper will no
longer miss a deal as she can
select which products and
brands she wants to be notified about if they go on sale.
I suspect, CF Browse will
continue to transform along
with the consumer. For example, this app may evolve
to remind you to hydrate and
ping you when the lineup at your favourite cafe is the
shortest. Ribau further predicts that the shopping experience may evolve to a point where you don’t pull out a
credit card as you simply tap your phone and you don’t
carry around a shopping bag as your goods are delivered
to your car, home or office. You may not even need to
bring your entourage of “truth telling” friends to help you
decide if you should buy that jacket, rather you’ll simply
take a picture with CF Browse and get your friends to
vote.
While this evolution of hyper personalization, community and convenience is exciting, I hope that Cadillac
Fairview will continue to follow another tech trend –
creating features in the app that encourage good behaviour such as eating better, putting down the phone and
saving a bit more for retirement. Nonetheless, it’s clear
that Cadillac Fairview has outswam the shark and is employing all the right weapons to end up on the right side
of the revolution.
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to our new REIC members
Effective February 2020
REIC Designated Members
Roksana Aucoin, ARM
Ming Chen, FRI
Jackie Degabriele, CLO, FRI
Dong (Mike) Du, FRI
Kevin Malek, ARM
Crystal Quibell, ACoM
Emilia Sadowska, FRI
Samuel Shing, FRI
Billy So, CRES, FRI
Joyce Zhou, FRI

** POSTPONED **
IREM Foundation Fundraiser - Bowling
APRIL 9, 2020
Fire & Life Safety in Hi-rise Buildings
APRIL 30, 2020
Toronto Chapter AGM & Master
Series Seminar

New Candidate Members
Brandon Ackerman, CPM
Irshad Ahmed, ACoM
Inas Awad, CLO
Sarah Broderick, CRF
Todd Burgess, CPM
Larry Cai, FRI
Yu-Chen Chang, FRI
Monique Channer, CPM
Sun Jian Tian Cui, FRI
Patricia DeGasperis, CPM, ARM
Fiona Fan, FRI
Rebecca Fang, FRI
Shan Feng, FRI
Jacob Ge, FRI
Barna Lenkey, CPM, ARM
Jennifer Li, FRI
James Lin, FRI
Lorraine Longmuir, CLO

Shanna Lu, FRI
Allan Luo, FRI
Carmelina O'Connor, CLO
Michael Park, CPM
Derrick Peng, FRI
Tamara Rampersad, CPM
Alice Su, CPM
Tracey Walsh, CLO
Gloria Whittaker, CLO
Raymond Xu, FRI
Jason Yu, FRI
Johnson Yu, FRI
Anita Zaman, FRI
Viva Zang, FRI
Davina Zeng, CRES
Angel Zhang, FRI
Victoria Zhang, FRI
Bo Zou, FRI

MAY 27-2, 2020
Realtor Quest
** RESCHEDULED TO JUNE 4, 2020 **
Springfest – REIC Sustainability Seminar
JUNE 9 – 11, 2020
National Conference & AGM
JUNE 2020
Toronto Harbour Boat Cruise
OCTOBER 2020
IREM Global Summit

JOB POSTING
Looking for a new job, career change or wishing to advertise a new position on the REIC website?
Click here to view The Career Centre.
REIC offers a career posting service that’s cost-effective advertising of positions available in the real
estate industry.
For further details, contact sandra.demedeiros@reic.com

In Touch with REIC Toronto Chapter | Spring 2020
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About the Real Estate Institute of Canada
REIC is a not for profit organization that has been educating and certifying specialists in real estate since 1955. We are
a leading provider of advanced education and designation programs in the Canadian real estate industry. Some of our
designations include, Certified Property Manager (CPM®), Fellow of the Real Estate Institute (FRI), and Certified Leasing
Officer (CLO).

Website: www.reic.ca

About the Real Estate Institute of Canada Toronto Chapter
As of June 30, 2018, the Toronto Chapter had a total of 607 members/candidates,
which is the largest REIC chapter in the country.
Website: http://www.reic.ca/toronto

ANNUAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
Corporate sponsorship introduces your business to the most successful people who work within real estate, and affords
your organization the opportunity to access key decision makers. It also offers your organization the opportunity to be
visible promoters of your business through the real estate industry through our programs, seminars and tours.

Platinum
 5,000

Gold
 $3,500

Inclusions

Inclusions

✓ Company Logo on event
advertisements for any
Special Events organized
by the REIC Toronto
Chapter for one year

✓ Two tickets to the Awards
Dinner

✓ Recognition at the Awards
Dinner

✓ Company Logo on event
advertisements for four
Series for one year

✓ Company Logo or Business
Card in four consecutive
Newsletters

✓ One ticket to the Awards

Series Sponsor
The REIC Toronto Chapter’s Education and Events Committee
organizes professional development sessions within the GTA to
advance the education of its members. These sessions can be
divided into four categories: Building Tour Series, Industry Leader
Series, Seminar Series, and Networking Series.

Dinner

✓ Recognition at the Annual
Awards Dinner

✓ Company Logo on event
advertisement for two
Series for one year

✓ Company Logo or Business
Card in four consecutive
Newsletters

✓ Company logo, description,
and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

Silver
 $2,000

Bronze
 $1,000

Inclusions

Inclusions

✓ Listed on event
advertisement for one
series for one year

✓ Company Logo or Business
Card in three consecutive
Newsletters

✓ Company logo, description,

and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

 $500
Inclusions
Includes one event such as the
REIC Toronto Chapter’s Annual
Awards Dinner, Annual General
Meeting, or participation at one
of the networking events.

✓ Company Logo or Business

Newsletter Sponsor

Card in two consecutive
Newsletters

The REIC Toronto Chapter’s
Marketing and Communications
Committee publishes four
Newsletters per year, which are
sent to all Toronto Chapter
members and various Real
Estate Associations. Copies are
made available to individuals
taking courses at the REIC’s
National Head Office and
distributed to various real estate
companies and member events.

✓ Company logo, description,
and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

and link to website on REIC
Toronto Chapter Website
for one year

✓ Company logo, description,

Special
Events Sponsor

For additional information, please contact Beth McKenzie at info@reictoronto.com or myself:
John Bowen, FRI, ARP, CPM®
President, Toronto Chapter, Real Estate Institute of Canada
Office: (416) 419-2745
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Thank you

to our Chapter Sponsors
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